Learning compact representation is vital and challenging for large scale multimedia data. Cross-view/crossmodal hashing for effective binary representation learning has received significant attention with exponentially growing availability of multimedia content. Most existing crossview hashing algorithms emphasize the similarities in individual views, which are then connected via cross-view similarities. In this work, we focus on the exploitation of the discriminative information from different views, and propose an end-to-end method to learn semantic-preserving and discriminative binary representation, dubbed Discriminative Cross-View Hashing (DCVH), in light of learning multitasking binary representation for various tasks including cross-view retrieval, image-to-image retrieval, and image annotation/tagging. The proposed DCVH has the following key components. First, it uses convolutional neural network (CNN) based nonlinear hashing functions and multilabel classification for both images and texts simultaneously. Such hashing functions achieve effective continuous relaxation during training without explicit quantization loss by using Direct Binary Embedding (DBE) layers. Second, we propose an effective view alignment via Hamming distance minimization, which is efficiently accomplished by bit-wise XOR operation. Extensive experiments on two image-text benchmark datasets demonstrate that DCVH outperforms state-of-the-art cross-view hashing algorithms as well as single-view image hashing algorithms. In addition, DCVH can provide competitive performance for image annotation/tagging.
Introduction
Representation learning provides key insights and understanding of visual content, and thus is vital to computer vision tasks. On one hand, due to the increasing availability of image content, image hashing methods have been proposed to learn compact binary hash codes for similarity search purpose. Usually image hashing methods aim to project im- binary code space Minimize Hamming distance Figure 1 : Rather than using cross-view similarities, DCVH learn discriminative view-specific binary representation via multilabel classification and align them by Hamming distance minimization via bit-wise XOR.
ages onto the Hamming space where semantic similarity in the original space is well preserved. This is often realized via pairwise similarity [19, 29] or triplet loss [30] . Several recent works also reveal that high-quality binary codes can be learned via classification task [20, 25, 21] , and the learned codes provide great performance for both retrieval task and classification task. On the other hand, rapidly growing social media offer massive volumes of multimedia content as well, e.g., photo posts with textual tags on Flickr, tweets with pictures, etc. It is desired to perform efficient content understanding and analytics across different media modalities. Particularly, we are interested in understanding multimedia data involving images and textual information involving tags/annotations. To this end, cross-view hashing, or cross-modal hashing has been studied, and drawing great attention [15, 2, 6, 17, 11, 12, 3] .
Cross-view hashing studies the heterogeneous relationship of different views of data (e.g. images and the associated textual information), attempting to map them into common Hamming space. This enables both inter-and intraindexing of data from different views. Previous methods mainly rely on a similarity matrix [12, 4, 15, 2] or provided affinities [17, 11] to delineate the cross-view relationship. However, representing such similarity is quite resourceintensive as its size tends to grow quadratically with the size of the training set; furthermore, the discriminative information that is useful to other tasks such as single-view image hashing and annotation is not well preserved by the similarities.
To address these problems, we propose Discriminative Cross-View Hashing (DCVH), an end-to-end approach, to learn semantic-preserving and discriminative binary representation. As illustrated in Fig. 1 , DCVH adopts multilabel classification directly to learn discriminative viewspecific binary representation. Explicitly, a deep convolutional neural network [9] projects images into lowerdimensional latent feature space; for texts, DCVH uses pretrained GloVe [24] vectors to represent words in the texts. Then vector representation for each textual instance is formed by concatenating GloVe vectors. They are fed to a text-CNN [28] , mapping text vectors into a common latent feature space of images. Meanwhile, a Direct Binary Embedding (DBE) layer [21] is employed in both deep CNN and text-CNN, enabling the learning of binary representations without explicit quantization loss. Finally, DCVH aligns different views by minimizing the Hamming distance between the view-specific binary representations directly. This is efficiently accomplished by bit-wise XOR operation. Extensive experiments are conducted to validate the proposed DCVH, and the results demonstrate that DCVH improves cross-view retrieval and single-view image retrieval tasks over state-of-the-art by a large margin. Meanwhile DCVH can also provide competitive performance on image annotation/tagging task, suggesting that DCVH learns multitasking binary representations. The contributions of this work can be outlined as follows.
1. We propose to use CNN based nonlinear projections for both image view and text view. By using the Direct Binary Embedding (DBE) layers in both projections, no quantization loss is needed to achieve effective continuous relaxation during training.
2. We achieve effective view alignment, which directly minimizes the Hamming distance between the viewspecific binary representation via bit-wise XOR operation, thanks to the inclusion of the DBE layer.
3. The end-to-end DCVH learns semantic-preserving and discriminative binary representation for images and texts simultaneously, leading to multitasking binary representation that can be used as high-quality hash code both for retrieval purpose, and compact image features for classification/annotation purpose.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 discusses related work and their impact on the proposed method. Section 3 presents DCVH in details, including view-specific learning and view alignment. Section 4 reports the results of extensive experiments to validate DCVH on various tasks, i.e., cross-view retrieval, single-view image retrieval, and image annotation/tagging. Finally Section 5 summarizes this paper and presents concluding remarks.
Related Works
Our work is closely related to cross-view hashing or cross-modal hashing. Majority of cross-view hashing methods are based on hand-crafted features, and cannot provide end-to-end solutions. For instance, CCA [8] minimizes the distance between paired modalities in a latent space on the condition that their norm is equal to one; CVH [15] is a cross-modal extension of Spectral Hashing [27] . CMSSH [27] maps multi-view data into common Hamming space by solving binary classification problem. CMFH [6] uses matrix factorization to solve the crossmodal hashing problem. ACQ [11] minimizes quantization error for different modalities alternatively while preserving data similarities. SePH [17] transforms affinities into global probabilities and learns view-invariant codes via KLdivergence. Recently several deep end-to-end cross-view hashing approaches have been proposed. For example, DVSH [3] employs CNN and LSTM for both images and sentences modality, respectively, while preserving the pairwise similarity via cosine max-margin loss. THN [4] proposes a hybrid deep architecture and use auxiliary datasets to learn cross-modal correlation for heterogeneous modalities using pairwise cross-entropy loss. DCMH [12] uses CNN and neural network (NN) for embedding images and texts separately and connect them with cross-view similarities. Similar to the hand-crafted feature based methods, these deep approaches also focus on cross-view similarities without considering view-specific discriminative information. This is different from our perspective on cross-view retrieval, which is presented in DCVH by using classification explicitly in separate views, and aligning the view by minimizing Hamming distance between the binary representations. This leads semantic-preserving and discriminative binary representation not only useful for cross-view retrieval, but also capable of single-view similarity search and image annotation/tagging tasks.
Our work is also related to image hashing via classification and multilabel image classification. Previous works such as SDH [25] and DBE [21] provide evidence that binary codes learned through classification tasks serve as strong hash code for retrieval tasks and image features for classification purpose, thanks to the discriminative information obtained via classification. This inspires us to adopt multilabel classification to learn discriminative binary representation for both images and texts, thus potentially com- The overview architecture of the proposed Discriminative Cross-View Hashing (DCVH). Given multimedia data (images-texts), DCVH uses convolutional neural network (CNN) [9] to project images into binary representation; meanwhile DCVH uses pretrained GloVe [24] vectors to obtain text vector representation. Then text vectors are fed into a text-CNN [28] to generate binary representation. Unlike most methods that uses cross-view similarities, DCVH uses multilabel classification to embed raw images and texts into common binary feature space. Hammning distance minimization is adopted for view alignment purpose petent for various tasks. Meanwhile, multilabel classification has attracted much attention. WARP [7] uses a rankingbased approach together with a CNN for image annotation. CNN-RNN [26] and DBE [21] suggest that binary cross entropy provides strong performance for classification task despite its simplicity. Consequently, we adopt binary cross entropy as the loss function.
Comparing to images, representation learning and classification for texts are solved differently. Since most natural language processing (NLP) problems deal with sequential data, e.g., sentences and documents, recurrent neural networks (RNNs) such as Long Short-Term Memory (LSTM) are used [18] due to their capability of capturing longterm dynamics. Meanwhile, most cross-view hashing methods adopt bag-of-word (BoW) to represent textual information [17, 12, 15, 4] . Although simple, the rich semantic information of texts might not be well preserved. Alternatively, ACQ [11] represents texts with mean vectors of word vectors from word2vec features with linear transformation, leading to similar problem as well. Recent works suggest that CNNs are effective to solve NLP problems as well. For instance, THC [28] adopt one-dimensional CNN to learn binary representation of texts by using word features and position features. Meanwhile, most real-world images available through social media are associated with tags or annotations, where the sequential structure is not a strong as that of sentences. As suggested by fastText [13] , texts can be conveniently modeled by a linear classifier with a hidden variable provided a lookup table for words. This inspires us to adopt a word embedding lookup table to embed words into vectors. 1-D CNN is then employed to learn binary representation, similar to that for images.
Proposed Algorithm
The proposed Discriminative Cross-View Hashing (DCVH) is presented in this section. It consists of three components: a deep structure that maps images into lowdimensional Hamming space; a lookup table for text vector representation followed by a text-CNN to embed textual information into common Hamming space; and a view alignment that minimizes the Hamming distance between corresponding image and text pair. The overview architecture of DCVH is illustrated in Fig. 2 .
In cross-view image hashing, a training set
consisting N instances is provided, where each instance in S = (I, T ) has two corresponding views: image-view
. We aim to generate semantic-preserving and discriminative binary representation B (S) ∈ {0, 1} N ×D for (S) from the two views by the following hashing functions
where
) is nonlinear projections parameterized by Ω (S) for image-view S = I and text-view S = T . Discriminative information that could be useful for other tasks might not be well preserved via similaritybased supervision. Therefore, we adopt the paradigm of classification-based binary code learning [25, 21] , and use textual information to obtain labels to classify both images and texts. One direct approach of generating the labels is to encode the text into one-hot labels according to whether a tag or annotation for an instance appears or not. And the label information is denoted as Y = {y i } N i=1 .
CNN-based Hash Function for Images and Texts
Proper choices of nonlinear projection F (I) and F that approximates the discrete 0-1 binary code well, i.e., Z (S) ≈ B (S) . This effectively eliminates the need of quantization loss, originally commonly used by hashing methods [25, 11, 12, 29] . For texts, we employ a 2-conv layer text-CNN [28] with 1-D convolution, as demonstrated in Fig. 2 . Given vector embedding for textual information (e.g., concatenated GloVe vectors), text-CNN uses kernels with the same size as that of a GloVe vector on the first layer, and kernels with the same size as the output of the first conv layer output. Since we do not consider the sequential structure among texts, the stride size is also the same as the GloVe vector. There are 1,000 kernels on both convolutional layers and the second convolutional layer outputs 1-D vector directly. Then another fully-connected layer and a DBE-layer follow to embed the texts into a common latent space where image DBE features reside.
View-Specific Binary Representation Learning
Multilabel classification is used to learn binary representation for both images and texts. We choose binary sigmoid cross entropy as the loss function for both views. Linear classifiers W (S) , S = I or T , are used to classify the binary representation B (S) . Given the labels
, we have the following view-specific optimization problem:
where C is the number of categories; W
. . , C is the weight of the classifier for category k; 1(y i ) an indicator function representing the probability distribution for label y i .
Direct optimizing Eq. 2 is difficult due to the discrete characteristics of threshold(·, ·). Meanwhile, since DBE layer approximates binary code well, Eq. 2 can be relaxed to the following form without quantization loss:
, S = I or T Eq. 3 suggests that the learning of the nonlinear projections and the classifiers are optimized in the end-to-end fashion.
View Alignment
For the purpose of effective cross-view indexing, it is necessary to align the learned binary representations from the two views. In order to do so, we propose to directly minimize the distance between the learned binary representations. As a common distance metric for binary codes, Hamming distance can be conveniently expressed as XOR operation between two codes. Therefore, we attempt to minimize the Hamming distance between two corresponding binary representation B I and B T in order to achieve effective view alignment:
where ⊕ is bit-wise XOR; is Hadamart multiplication or element-wise product. Since B (I) and B (T ) are both binary, is equivalent to bit-wise AND. Similar to Section 3.2, Eq. 4 can be relaxed as:
Total Formulation and Algorithm
DCVH learns cross-view binary representations by combining the view-specific learning and view alignment. Then the final formulation is min
,
where λ is a hyperparameter introduced to control the degree of the view alignment. Intuitively, the higher λ, the more matching two views will be, but the learned binary representation will be less discriminative; and vice versa. The detailed discussion on λ is included in Section 4.5.
The training of DCVH is the same as that of regular CNN, where stochastic gradient descent (SGD) is used to iterate through mini-batches of training data. In order to accelerate the training process, F (I) (·; Ω (I) ) and F (T ) (·; Ω (T ) ) are pretrained separately before the optimization of Eq. 7. Formally, DCVH is presented in Algorithm 1.
Algorithm 1 The Training of DCVH

Input:
The training set S consisting of corresponding images I, texts T and the one-hot labels Y obtained from texts.
Output:
Parameters of nonlinear projections Update
end for
For a test sample that is not in the training set, the binary representation can be obtained via Eq. 1. And retrieving from database can be efficiently performed by ranking the retrieved results according the Hamming distance; or using pre-defined Hamming radius to perform hash lookup. For tagging/annotation purpose, the predicted tags or annotations for the test sample image can be obtained from the top-k predictions by using the classifier W (I) , where k is the number of tags or annotations. This overlaps with the task of retrieving textual information given test sample images, but it is more accurate since usually a retrieval is considered successful as long as one tag/annotation matches, where multilabel classification requires top-k predication matches simultaneously.
Extensibility
Although DCVH is proposed in the discussion of crossview data, it is easily extended to the circumstances where three or more views of data is available. If there are m views of data, i.e., S = (S 1 , S 2 , . . . , S m ). A direct way to extend Eq. 7 is by considering mutual Hamming distance minimization:
where J i,j is the Hamming distance between the binary representation of ith and jth view.
Experiments 4.1. Datasets
We evaluate the proposed DCVH on two imagetext benchmark datasets: MS COCO [16] and MIR-FLICKR [10] .
MS COCO is a dataset for image recognition, segmentation and captioning. It contains a training set of 83K images and a validation set of 40K images. There are totally 80 categories of annotations with several annotations per image. Since images in COCO are color images with various sizes, we resize them to 224 × 224. The textual representation for DCVH are obtained by concatenating pretrained GloVe [24] vectors. And all the text vectors are zero-padded to the same size, resulting in a 6000-D vector per image. Text vectors for the compared algorithms are obtained from word2vec [23] vectors, as suggested by ACQ [11] . For the hand-crafted feature based algorithms, images are represented by AlexNet [14] activation features; raw images are used for end-to-end algorithms.
MIRFLICKR contains 25K color images originally collected from Flickr, and each image is associated with several textual tags. All the images are also resized to 224 × 224. Following the settings of DCMH [12] , we remove the images with noisy textual information and without valid textual information. Similarly, the textual information for each image is represented by a 4200-D vector from pretrained GloVe embeddings for the proposed DCVH. For the compared methods, the texts for the comparing algorithms is represented as BoW vectors as suggested by them.
Experimental Settings and Protocols
Several state-of-the-art methods for cross-view hashing, supervised image hashing and image annotation are adopted as baselines to compare with DCVH. Since real-world images usually contain multiple tags or visual concepts, we consider a retrieval is successful when the retrieved item shares at least one concept with the query. We set hyperparameter λ = 0.2 of DCVH throughout the experiments. Learning rate µ is set to 0.0002 for pretraining, and 0.0001 with exponential decay for further training. We pretrain ResNet-50 1 for images 10,000 iterations and text-CNN for texts 2,000 iterations; and further train them together with view alignment 10,000 iterations. DCVH is implemented in TensorFlow [1] .
For the MS COCO dataset, we choose to compare with several state-of-the-art hand-crafted feature based algorithms including CVH [15] , CMSSH [2] , CMFH [6] , SePH [17] , ACQ [11] . We also compare with end-to-end approach. Since the code for most deep algorithms is not available, we adopt the pairwise cross-entropy loss provided in THN [4] , and weighted average Hamming distance between different views in CVH [15] as the view alignment, and propose two variations of DCVH, denoted as DCVH-THN and DCVH-CVH. 1,000 samples are randomly selected to form the query set and the rest is treated as the database for retrieval purpose and training. Note that DCVH and its variations are trained on the provided training set only. In addition, we compare with several state-ofthe-art supervised image hashing algorithms for the purpose of showing DCVH is able to improve single-view image hashing performance as well. 5,000 images are randomly selected as the query set. We choose to compare with HashNet [5] , DBE [21] , DHN [29] , KSH [22] , ACQ, and CMFH.
For the MIRFLICKR dataset, we choose to compare with hand-crafted feature based algorithms: CVH, CMSSH, CMFH, SePH. We also compare with DCMH, which is an end-to-end approach. DCVH-THN and DCVH-CVH are included in the comparison as well. 2,000 samples are randomly picked as the query set and the rest are treated as database; meanwhile 5,000 randomly selected samples are used for training.
We evaluate the quality of the proposed DCVH via retrieval task and annotation task. Mean average precision (mAP) and precision-recall curve are adopted as evaluation metrics for Hamming ranking and hash lookup retrieval procedures, respectively. The prediction of tags or annotations for images can be obtained directly via the linear classifier W I of the proposed algorithm. Based on the K highest ranked prediction, the overall precision (O-P), recall (O-C) and F1-score (O-F1) are used as evaluation metrics:
where C is the number of tags/annotations; N CP is the number of correctly predictions for validation set; N P is the total number of predictions; N G is the total number of ground truth for validation set.
Results of Cross-view Retrieval Task 4.3.1 Cross-view Retrieval
For DCVH and all the compared baselines, the cross-view retrieval performance based on Hamming ranking on all the datasets is reported in Table 1 , including the task of image retrieval with text query and text retrieval with image query. We can observe that DCVH generally outperforms the compared methods on the two benchmark datasets with various code lengths. For the MS COCO datasets, since DCMH does not provide results, we can observe that on image query retrieving from text database, DCVH outperforms its two variations DCVH-THN and DCVH-CVH by 11% and 0.5%, respectively; on text query retrieving from image database, DCVH improves DCVH-THN and DCVH-CVH by 12% and 1% for all code lengths, respectively. DCVH also outperforms the hand-crafted feature based algorithms by at least 16% on both cross-view retrieval tasks. For the MIRFLICKR dataset, DCVH outperforms DCMH on image query retrieving from text database task by 0.2%, 2.5%, and 3.9% for code length of 16 bits, 32 bits, and 64 bits, respectively; on text query retrieving from image database task, DCVH improves DCMH by 2.2%, 4% and 4% for code length of 16 bits, 32 bits, and 64 bits, respectively. It also outperforms hand-crafted feature based algorithms such as SePH by from around 4% to 9% on both cross-view retrieval tasks over various code lengths.
Furthermore, we use hash lookup to compare DCVH with its two variations DCVH-THN and DCVH-CVH to validate the effectiveness of the view-alignment used in DCVH. SePH is also included into the comparison as the baseline. The comparison is summarized in Fig. 4 in terms of precision-recall curve. For the MS COCO dataset, although DCVH obtains slightly lower precision for higher recall level on two cross-view retrieval tasks, it outperforms its variations and SePH in general. For the MIRFLICKR dataset, DCVH achieves the highest precision at all recall level comparing to other methods.
The comparison of mAP and precision-recall curve on the two benchmark datasets confirms the superiority of the proposed DCVH. As an end-to-end approach, DCVH not only captures the rich semantics from images using CNN, it also is able to extract textual information from pretrained GloVe vectors by using text-CNN. Furthermore, the comparison results of DCVH and its variations validates that the view alignment employed by DCVH is more effective. 
Single-view Image retrieval
As suggested by ACQ [11] , cross-view hashing can improve single-view similarity search. This is because the semantic information of the textual data is carries over to image view thanks to the view alignment. We compare DCVH with several state-of-the-art supervised image hashing algorithms, as well as with cross-view image hashing algorithms. Similar to the cross-view image hashing, the comparison result is reported in terms of mAP, as shown in 
Image Annotation
We compare DCVH with several state-of-the-art multilabel image annotation algorithms including WARP [7] and DBE [21] on the MS COCO dataset. Note that the performance is evaluated on validation set of MS COCO, which involves 40K samples. Using overall-precision (O-P), overall-recall (O-R) and overall-F1 score (O-F1), the results are based on top-3 prediction of annotations, and are summarized in Table 3 . From the table we can see that DCVH is able to provide competitive results for image annotation task. This suggests that despite the compromise for the view alignment, DCVH still manages to provide strong performance on image annotation/tagging task. Comparing to its variations, DCVH presents slightly improved performance, suggesting that our proposed view alignment causes minimal interference during the learning of discriminative information. This shows that the binary representation learned by DCVH can be used for different visual tasks, making DCVH a multitasking binary representation learning method.
Method
O-P O-R O-F1 WARP [7] 0.598 0.614 0.606 DBE [21] 
Hyperparameter Selection
In this section, we provide experimental analysis on the hyperparameter λ. Generally λ controls the strength of view alignment and the discriminativeness of the learned binary representation. For the purpose of showing such characteristics, we set λ to different value (0.05, 0.2, 0.5, 0.8, 1.0) and evaluate its impact according to the performance of DCVH on cross-view retrieval, single-view image retrieval and image annotation tasks. All the experiments are conducted on MS COCO. Fig. 5 summarizes the results w.r.t. various λ values.
It can be observed from Fig. 5 that the cross-view retrieval performance dwindles when λ is either too large or too small. This is because when λ → 1, the two views are strongly aligned while the discriminative information (supervision from labels) being very weak. Consequently the semantics from images and views cannot be well preserved in the binary representations. On the contrary, when λ → 0, the semantics of the two views are not aligned well, leading to poor performance on retrieval across different views. Interestingly, the single-view image retrieval performance is enhanced when λ is near 0.2. We argue that the semantics from texts provides extra information for similarity search, although the image retrieval performance generally goes down with the increasing λ. Finally, we can see that image annotation is best performed by DCVH when λ is near 0. And its performance goes down more significantly especially when λ is greater than 0.2. By considering different tasks performed by DCVH, we choose to set λ = 0.2.
Conclusions
In this paper, we proposed a binary representation learning method: Discriminative Cross-View Hashing. It is an end-to-end approach for effective multimedia content understanding, and includes several novelties to learn highquality binary representations. First, for both image-view and text-view, it uses CNN-based nonlinear projections, together with Direct Binary Embedding (DBE) layers to learn effective hashing functions, yielding high-quality binary codes; second, it exploits an effective view alignment scheme, which applies bit-wise XOR operation for Hamming distance minimization directly on the continuous embedding during training. Extensive experiments conducted on two benchmark datasets suggest that DCVH learns effective multitasking binary representation that provides superior performance on various computer vision tasks, including cross-view retrieval, (single-view) supervised image retrieval and image annotation.
